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the gift of Revolver—simply select the annual subscription and select “This is a gift” on the next page. If you want to give extra during this critical time,
you can make a one-time or recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation.

Danielle Smith, the current premier of Alberta in Canada, has done something remarkable. She took the bold and unprecedented step of apologizing to
unvaccinated Canadians who’ve faced unfair treatment from the government throughout the “pandemic.” But Ms. Smith actually went beyond just
issuing an apology, Danielle actually made a promise: anyone who was terminated from their job due to their refusal of the COVID-19 vaccine will be
reinstated.

Wow. That’s not the type of humility you hear from politicians everyday, is it?

Comedian and conservative podcaster Jimmy Dore was actually blown away by this apology and covered it at length.
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This apology and promise form Ms. Smith sends a powerful message to globalist elites: you were all wrong, and everybody knows it. Thanks to her
humility, Danielle Smith has set a new standard in political leadership. Her acknowledgement of the horrors faced by the unvaccinated and her
willingness to take responsibility for the government’s disgusting actions during the pandemic show she has the potential to be a good leader. However,
the proof is in the pudding. The next time something like this happens — and you know it will — Danielle better be on the side of the people, not the
government.
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MarlaSinger  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

This is great! Now let’s talk about Project 65. This is an organization of lawyers dedicated to denying legal counsel to Trump and his
supporters. How is it legal for lawyers to deny civil rights to American citizens? It’s run by Clinton aid Melissa Moss. She should be
disbarred and the organization dissolved.
https://www.in�uencewatch....

 108  1

Charlotte  − ⚑> MarlaSinger

4 days ago

In 1991 , a federal judge ruled Bruce Cutler could not represent John Gotti and federal prosecutors were elated. John Gotti's
last 3 trials resulted in not guiltiy verdicts . The feds could not allow a 4th loss. Marc Elias and Andrew Weissmann are
examples of who should be disbarred Hillary's attorneys
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Reply •
examples of who should be disbarred, Hillary s attorneys.

 57  0

Rob Card  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charlotte

4 days ago

DISBARRED?? They should be executed!

 48  3

Charlotte  

Reply •

− ⚑> Rob Card

4 days ago

You're right unfortunately it's wishful thinking.

 5  0

DeathMerchant  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charlotte

3 days ago

I wonder if the French thought that just before their revolution ??

 9  0

KingTut  

Reply •

− ⚑> DeathMerchant

3 days ago

They were too busy looking for cake to eat to think much of anything.

 2  1

Bill B.  

Reply •

− ⚑> DeathMerchant

3 days ago

I wonder if...
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Sally Truther  

Reply •

− ⚑> Rob Card

3 days ago

You're a fed

 6  2

Liberal Scum  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sally Truther

3 days ago

The latest tactic of the feds is calling anyone who wants to take real action a "fed". This not only stops
people from taking real action, but it starts a trend where anyone who talks about taking real action is
labeled a fed.

So, maybe you are the fed. And maybe this person wants to take action instead of standing on the sidelines
trusting the plan.

 2  1

Sally Truther  

Reply •

− ⚑> Liberal Scum

3 days ago

Similar to the feds that baited guys into the Whitmer kidnapping plot. Disqus is �lled with feds. So are
message boards, CFP you name it. Bidens DOJ is all over right wing websites.

 7  0

Bill B.  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sally Truther

3 days ago

Including the Pentagon looking for mean tweets against their "Generals" like that little fruitcake eating
rainbow �ag toting dipstick named Milley.

 8  0

Jammin Joe  

Reply •

− ⚑> Liberal Scum

2 days ago

Your a fed.

 0  0
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Ferg ferguson  

Reply •

− ⚑> Sally Truther

3 days ago

Or a moron

 1  1

Steve  

Reply •

− ⚑> Rob Card

3 days ago

You probably want the guy that cut you off in tra�c executed as well. Your hysterical, shrill reply is either
your being an emotional basket case or yet another feeble Fed attempt to identify “suspicious” people
based on their responses to your call for violence. We know the playbook. We also know �nding out who is
behind any post is easy when you have complicit easy to frighten heads of social media willing to hand over
anything to them without a warrant, just for the asking.

 5  5

Dec's Ghost  

Reply •

− ⚑> Steve

3 days ago

You are an A1, �rst-class pus*y. In your mind everyone is a fed because they make a rhetorical statement?
How fearful you must be of the government. I wonder if the founding fathers were shaking in their boots like
you are

 5  2

Steve  − ⚑> Dec's Ghost

a day ago

Easy, girl (I presume you are a girl because men don’t get so emotional). I don’t presume everyone is a fed. I
make rhetorical statements occasionally. Unlike yourself, I am wary, not fearful, of “the government”. Ever
since Congress passed the Patriot Act a week or so after 9/11 the has been a steady eroding of our civil
liberties, most notably in surveillance by the feds without a warrant or other safeguards. A quote from
epic.org:

Although the Act expired in March, 2020 without being reauthorized, federal law enforcement agencies
retain most of the authorities granted by the act. The surveillance infrastructure that the Patriot Act created
exists to this day. The Patriot Act is a prominent example of the use of terrorism to justify expanding
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Reply •

government surveillance.

Now, people like you no doubt love the false sense of security a blanket of surveillance and censorship
affords you but normal freedom loving citizens are appalled by it. I suggest you stop being an A-1 pus*y and
start questioning authority, starting with all the feds that were directly involved in prodding protestors to
break into the Capitol during January 6th, 2021. We call it the Fedsurrection for a reason.

 1  1

Dec's Ghost  

Reply •

− ⚑> Steve

a day ago

Me emotional? You just wrote a response in the form of a novel, Sally, and then called someone a fed for
being rhetorical. That's emotional and girlie. You are a bit confused. All I'm saying is you are a chicken sh*t.
Nothing emotional about the facts.

 0  0

Zach cash  

Reply •

− ⚑> Steve

3 days ago

Thannkfully people like you are fast becoming the minority.

People are starting to realize coexistence with leftists only leads to death or destitution.

Hence why secession has 40% support and growing.

If you love them so much though you are welcome to starve with them after since as a separate country we
will be under no obligation to continue to supply them with power, food, fuel or water.

 2  0

Bill B.  

Reply •

− ⚑> Steve

3 days ago

Oh really???? I think they should execute them as well...does that make me a fed? Or someone who is just
FED UP with these Marxist Pieces of fecal matter thinking the constitution should be used to wipe their ass.
I am not afraid to speak what's on my mind, and the FEDS, Biden, the DEEP STATE can all suck my gonads.
as far as I am concerned.

 0  0
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Larry Bernstein  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charlotte

3 days ago

marc elias and andrew weissmann are the two most disgusting and vile human beings on the face of this earth. I
look forward to reading on the internet that both have been pushed in front of a subway train in New York by one of
the "protected" by leitta james and alvin bragg

 4  0

Charlotte  

Reply •

− ⚑> Larry Bernstein

3 days ago

Poetic justice Larry!

 1  0

Larry Bernstein  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charlotte

a day ago

I prefer western justice, Charlotte.

 0  0

Charlotte  

Reply •

− ⚑> Larry Bernstein

a day ago

Hang them high.

 1  0

Larry Bernstein  

Reply •

− ⚑> Charlotte

a day ago

Real high, Charlotte, rrreeeaaall high!

 0  0

Will Parker  − ⚑> MarlaSinger

4 days ago

The "legal profession" may not have been around as long as the "oldest profession" but there does not seem to be much of a
diff b t th th d
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Reply •
difference between them these days.

 34  0

Elisa  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

4 days ago

I think you owe an apology to all of the the Trump attorneys.

 5  0

Will Parker  

Reply •

− ⚑> Elisa

4 days ago

You're quite correct. My comment was an attempt to be a bit facetious, and no I don't think all lawyers lack
integrity. Those who are defending President Trump have a very di�cult task and they risk being shunned by
many people including family members and lifelong friends.

 18  3

Glee  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

4 days ago

I don’t think all lawyers lack integrity, either. Only maybe 80 to 90 percent of them. The claim that even the
KNOWN and admitted guilty deserve to be defended sets up a moral dichotomy that eventually erodes their
system of justice values. When one’s core moral values (like justice, for example) are continually over
ridden, justi�cation for corruption becomes their new normal. Like politics and the entertainment business,
the justice system is not an industry you want your good kids to be involved in. YS, somebody has to do it…
but a look right now at those three industries makes you want to 🤢🤮🤧.

 5  0

KingOfAllAnimals  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

4 days ago

So about the NAACP and ACLU that got murderers off the hook so they could kill again, ALL IN THE NAME
OF CIVIL RIGHTS? Your moral compass is broken!

 4  3

RogueOps Novels  − ⚑> Will Parker
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Reply •

3 days ago

Jeez, what a sleazy apologist...

 0  0

Libertybelle  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

4 days ago

Which is SICK.

 0  0

jena hobert  

Reply •

− ⚑> Elisa

2 days ago

Which set? He has gone through 12 so far hiring a different team for docs case.
They milk him like any other client. So, I am not sure they wouldn't fall under that label.
Do you know an Honest lawyer?

 0  0

Captain Lou  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

3 days ago

Include the Pigs as having the same morals as the ladies in the oldest profession….

 0  0

OST  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

3 days ago

Apologize please. The latter are at least honest about what they do.

 0  0

NutherGuy  

Reply •

− ⚑> Will Parker

4 days ago

The key point: The oldest profession was a major expense. Thus the need for a second and very highly paid
profession to both manage the problems and pro�t from them.
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Bubba01  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarlaSinger

4 days ago

Conspiring to persecute and deny your fellow citizens their rights is certainly a disbarrable act.

 20  0

FollowDaMoney  

Reply •

− ⚑> Bubba01

3 days ago

Wouldn't that fall under RICO?

 0  0

Zach cash  

Reply •

− ⚑> FollowDaMoney

3 days ago

It would if we were not a banana republic.

And those are never �xed, only seceded from (already has 40% support) or destroyed.

 0  0

Jackpine Savage  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarlaSinger

4 days ago

Sometimes people need to be doxed, Marxist traitors especially.

 3  0

g�amo  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarlaSinger

3 days ago

They are out to destroy all legitimate means of objecting to election outcomes in my opinion.

 1  0

stylin19  − ⚑> MarlaSinger

3 days ago

It's the 65 project(I made the same mistake) and so far, they are only going after Pres. Trump's attorneys who helped him in the
election fraud cases.
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Reply •

I haven't been able to �nd any current lawyers being targeted.
Senior Consultant ? David Brock.

https://the65project.com

 1  0

Brent Rice  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarlaSinger

4 days ago

And just like that you thought of Trump.
I imagine those behind everything Covid are pleased.
Focus your minds.

 1  0

RogueOps Novels  

Reply •

− ⚑> Brent Rice

3 days ago

What?

 0  0

Henie  

Reply •

− ⚑> MarlaSinger

4 days ago  edited

Re! This is great!
Now let's talk about who could stand in for Danielle Smith in America? Would Trump who unleashed warp speed and kept
thumping his chest about his "beautiful vaccine", apologize to Americans who absentmindedly put their trust in him, got sick,
disabled or are buried. Robert F Kennedy Jr who is running for President as a DEMOCRAT revealed in his interview with Joe
Rogan that 15 MILLION Americans sought medical help after taking "vaccine"

 1  8

DependencyNation  

Reply •

− ⚑> Henie

4 days ago

DJT didn’t tell people to get the jab. He said it’s a choice, he didn’t mandate it. Big difference. Try harder.

 16  2
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KingOfAllAnimals  

Reply •

− ⚑> DependencyNation

4 days ago

You think he can work past his TDS? I doubt it. Proggy Leftards seem to have a tough time with critical
thinking and using logic and observation to help them get past their idealism to see realistically.

 3  1

realitychecker  

Reply •

− ⚑> KingOfAllAnimals

3 days ago

Wake up moron. The people calling out trump on the shots are very much on the right.

 3  1

KingOfAllAnimals  

Reply •

− ⚑> realitychecker

3 days ago

Get over yourself ASSSHOLE! The people calling Trump out are criminals and a syndicate using cheap
tactics to try and keep him from running. The FACT is that that ALL YOU DEMS HAVE is made up lies and
projection of what the Democrats, Biden and Hunter have been doing all this time to go after Trump with. So
you ignore the OBVIOUS Biden criminal activity but focus on the made up Trump stuff. What happened,
Trump touched your pee pee and it made you sad he never touched it again? Squirt more tears for me!

 1  1

realitychecker  

Reply •

− ⚑> KingOfAllAnimals

2 days ago

It's all fake, retard. It's to keep midwits like you spinning in circles and crying on the internet while the real
criminals rape and pillage the nation.

 1  1

KingOfAllAnimals  

Reply •

− ⚑> realitychecker

2 days ago

Almost forgot the Clintons, Obama's, and Biden Harris as well as all the other Democrat Sock Puppets and
RINO liars...

 0  0
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Unraveling the Demonic Confusion: Bolsonaro Advisor Olavo de Carvalho Takes On
Machiavelli in Provocative New Book

Victory! Soros Rag Furious Revolver News’ Reporting “Neutralized” Dark Pentagon
Initiative to Purge Conservatives
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